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Abstract

Activity-dependent neuronal plasticity is crucial for animals to adapt to dynamic sen-
sory environments. Traditionally, research on activity dependent-plasticity has used
sensory deprivation approaches in animal models, and it has focused on its effects in
primary sensory cortices. However, emerging evidence emphasizes the importance of
activity-dependent plasticity both in the sensory organs and in sub-cortical regions where
cranial nerves relay information to the brain. Additionally, a critical question arises: do
different sensory modalities share common cellular mechanisms for deprivation-induced
plasticity at these central entry-points? Furthermore, does the duration of deprivation
correlate with specific plasticity mechanisms? This study aims to systematically review
and meta-analyse research papers that investigated visual, auditory, or olfactory depri-
vation in rodents. Specifically, it explores the consequences of sensory deprivation in
homologous regions at the first central synapse after the cranial nerve: vision—lateral
geniculate nucleus and superior colliculus; audition— ventral and dorsal cochlear nucleus;
olfaction—olfactory bulb. The systematic search yielded 91 research papers (39 vision,
22 audition, 30 olfaction), revealing significant heterogeneity in publication trends, exper-
imental methods of inducing deprivation, measures of deprivation-induced plasticity, and
reporting, across the three sensory modalities. Nevertheless, despite these methodological
differences, commonalities emerged when correlating the plasticity mechanisms with the
duration of the sensory deprivation. Following short-term deprivations (up to 1 day) all
three systems showed reduced activity levels and increased disinhibition. Medium-term
deprivation (1 day to a week) induced greater glial involvement and synaptic remodelling.
Long-term deprivation (over a week) predominantly led to macroscopic structural changes
including tissue shrinkage and apoptosis. These findings underscore the importance of
standardizing methodologies and reporting practices. Additionally, they highlight the
value of cross-modals synthesis for understanding how the nervous system, including
peripheral, pre-cortical, and cortical areas, respond to and compensate for sensory inputs
loss.

Introduction 1

Animals rely on sophisticated sensory organs to effectively perceive and interact with 2

their surroundings. These sensory organs can convert various environmental stimuli, 3

such as electromagnetic waves, mechanical pressure, and chemicals, into trains of action 4
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potentials that are relayed and computed in dedicated brain areas. The disruption of 5

the sensory transduction cascade is a common occurrence attributable to factors such as 6

trauma, ischemia, viral infection, and aging(1–6). If left unattended, sudden sensory 7

loss can significantly impact an individual’s behaviour and wellbeing. Consequently, 8

the nervous system must promptly adopt strategies to compensate for such losses. 9

Unlike organs like bones or skin, the adult brain cannot regenerate damaged peripheral 10

sensors or central neurons, with only the olfactory system being a notable exception(7,8). 11

However, neurons can partially counteract the loss of sensory information by engaging a 12

range of activity-dependent plasticity mechanisms(9). These encompass both functional 13

and structural changes at synapses, as well as adjustments in the intrinsic excitability 14

and firing rates of neurons(10–12). Furthermore, glial cells also play a pivotal role 15

in facilitating neuronal plasticity(13,14). The investigation of the mechanisms behind 16

deprivation-induced adaptive plasticity across different timeframes, from immediate 17

sensory loss to subsequent functional recovery, not only enhances our fundamental 18

understanding of how neural circuits adapt to changing sensory inputs but also holds 19

great significance for translational research in improving recovery after sudden sensory 20

loss (15,16). 21

Since the seminal experiments of Hubel and Wiesel in monocularly deprived kit- 22

tens(17), multiple studies have dissected the mechanisms of deprivation-induced plasticity 23

in animal models. This extensive body of work has largely examined the deprivation 24

effects in primary sensory cortices during developmental critical periods and adult- 25

hood(18,19). While less emphasis has been placed on pre-cortical regions(20,21), it’s 26

important to note that changes in these areas have a cascading impact on cortical 27

adaptation and processing. Furthermore, existing studies in both cortex and pre-cortical 28

areas have primarily focused on individual sensory modalities, making meaningful 29

cross-modal comparisons challenging due to substantial experimental variability. This 30

variability arises from factors such as the animals’ developmental stage, the experimental 31

model, and heterogeneous methods for inducing adaptive plasticity through sensory 32

deprivation(22,23). Additionally, diversity in experimental design and result reporting 33

complicates efforts to establish overarching principles governing the recruitment of dif- 34

ferent plasticity mechanisms in excitatory and inhibitory neurons, as well as glial cells. 35

Synthesizing general principles is further hindered by anatomical and physiological diver- 36

sity in the various sensory pathways, including differences in sensory organ complexity, 37

transduction mechanisms, and the number of pre-cortical relays. To overcome these 38

complications, this study focuses on deprivation-induced plasticity in anatomically ho- 39

mologous subcortical hubs in the olfactory, visual and auditory pathways. The olfactory 40

bulb (OB), lateral geniculate nucleus and superior colliculus (LGN and SC), and the 41

dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei (DCN and VCN) receive the primary synapse in the 42

brain made by the respective cranial nerves (Figure 1). While their circuit architectures 43

differs granularly, these five circuits share multiple features(20,24–29). Principal neurons 44

receive glutamatergic inputs from the olfactory, optic, or cochlear nerves, and send 45

their axons to higher processing areas (from which they receive feedback projections 46

which are beyond the scope of this study). Importantly, all five circuits heavily feature 47

local inhibitory interneurons modulating information transfer, with additional excitatory 48

interneurons described in both OB and DCN. 49

To disentangle developmentally-regulated plasticity from activity-dependent plasticity 50

in adulthood, we exclusively considered in vivo deprivation studies in post-weaning ro- 51

dents (21 days or older). Our systematic search across two databases returned 91 articles 52

which employed visual, auditory, or olfactory deprivations spanning durations from 30 53

minutes to over a year and employing a range of experimental from transcriptomics to 54

behavioural assays. This meta-research study pursued two primary objectives. First, we 55

aimed to elucidate the characteristics of the literature and provide recommendations 56
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for designing, executing, and reporting sensory deprivation experimental approaches in 57

rodent models. Second, we sought to identify commonalities in pre-cortical plasticity 58

across the three senses, facilitating the synthesis of generalizable principles. Such insights 59

can inform analogous approaches in other systems (e.g. in cortex, following sensory 60

enrichment), as well as translational research on recovery from sudden sensory loss. 61

62

Figure 1. Architecture of the early olfactory, visual, and auditory pathways. (A) Schematic representation of the mouse 63

brain and location of the olfactory bulb (OB), lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN; dorsal, dLGN, and ventral, vLGN, combined), superior 64

colliculus (SC), dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei (DCN and VCN), and their respective cranial nerve inputs from the sensory organs. 65

(B-D) Simplified circuitry of the early central circuits processing olfactory, visual, and auditory information summarized and adapted 66

from (20,24–29). Black line and triangle indicate the cranial nerve endings, grey cells are principal neurons projecting outside these 67

early circuits to higher processing areas, red and blue cells are local interneurons, respectively excitatory and inhibitory. For ease of 68

representation, the many central inputs to these circuits are not depicted. In the bulbar circuit: ONL = olfactory nerve layer; GL= 69

glomerular layer; ML = mitral layer; GrC = granule cells layer; M/T = mitral/tufted cell; pg = periglomerular cell; etc = external 70

tufted cell; gr = granule cell. In the geniculate circuit: R = relay neuron; TRN = thalamic reticular nucleus. In the collicular circuit: 71

SO = stratum opticum; note that the exact circuitry has not been fully resolved, and that all layers send projections outside the SC. 72

In the cochlear nuclei circuit: P = pyramidal (or fusiform); Gi = giant cell; B =bushy cell; TS = t-stellate cell; ds = d-stellate cell; tv 73

= tubercoloventral (or vertical) cell; c = cartwheel cell; Gr = granule cell with its axon called parallel fibre. 74
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75

Figure 2. Strategy for literature search and papers selection. Flow chart indicating the 76

number of articles returned by the parallel searches in the databases PubMed and Scopus using the 77

search terms detailed in the text, and their subsequent selection by two independent scrutineers. 78

Results 79

Literature characteristics: publication trends over time 80

First, we analysed the publication trends over time across vision, audition, olfaction 81

in the qualifying papers which investigated deprivation-induced plasticity in cranial 82

nerve receiving areas. We found no significant trend in the number of publication over 83

time (Figure 3A, simple linear regression; R2=0.06; F(1,36)=2.34; p=0.14). The mean 84

publications per year was 2.4 papers (SD = 1.7). The number of studies investigating 85

the visual system was higher than in olfaction and audition (cumulative distributions, 86

Figure 3B). The median publication year was calculated for each sense, and vision studies 87

appear to be older than olfaction and audition (Figure 3C, Vision, n=39, median = 2002; 88

Audition, n=22, median = 2009; Olfaction, n=30, median = 2009). In summary, we 89

found that the field of deprivation-induced plasticity is steadily productive, with studies 90

focussing on vision being more numerous. 91
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92

Figure 3. Publication trends over time. (A) No significant trend in the volume of published primary research articles over 93

the 1984-2021 time period. Dotted line represents mean number of publications per year (2.4 mean, 1.7 standard deviation). (B) 94

Cumulative distribution of papers published over the 1984-2021 period for each investigated sensory modality. (C) Distribution of 95

papers over time for each investigated sensory modality. Dots are individual studies, line indicates median year. Purple = vision, 96

orange = audition, yellow = olfaction. 97

Features of the experimental models 98

Next, we analysed the use of animal models over years and across senses. Most studies 99

used either rats (n=54, of which 35% Wistar and 30% Sprague-Dawley) or mice (n=33, 100

of which 48% C57Bl6 wildtype, 15% wildtype animals in other genetic background, 101

and 30% genetically modified mice). In line with general trends in the field and the 102

advent of numerous commercially available genetically modified lines, the use of mice 103

has significantly increased since the early 2000s (mouse median publication year = 104

2012; rat median publication year = 2001). Only three studies used other rodent 105

models, namely gerbils (n=1), guinea pigs (n=1) and hamsters (n=2; Fig. 4A). Most 106

studies used exclusively male rodents (41%), and unfortunately many articles did not 107

report the animals’ sex (33%). However, recent years saw an increase of studies using 108

female rodents (Female only, n= 10, median publication year = 2014; Male only: n=37, 109

median publication year =2005; both sexes: n=14, median publication year = 2003; 110

Not reported: n=30, median publication year = 2005; Fig. 4B). Finally, we found no 111

significant differences in the proportion of studies using both sexes among the three 112

sensory modalities, with similar proportions of papers using both sexes (vision=13%, 113

audition=18%, olfaction=17%, chi-squared test X2(2)=1.04; p=0.59; Fig. 4C). 114

115

Figure 4. Animal models (A) Distribution of rodent species used over time (1984-2021). Dots are individual studies, line indicates 116

median publication year. Insert: pie chart reporting the percentages of the 92 selected studies using rats (59%), mice (36%), and 117

other rodents (5% split among hamsters, guinea pigs and gerbils). (B) Distribution of rodent sex used over time (1984-2021). Dots 118

are individual studies, line indicates median publication year. Insert: pie chart reporting the percentages of the 92 selected studies 119

using females only (11%), males only (41%), both sexes (15%), or failing to report the sex of the used animals (33%). (C) Proportion 120

of papers using both sexes (filled rectangles) across the three sensory modalities: purple, vision = 13%; orange, audition = 18%; 121

yellow, olfaction = 17%. Striped rectangles include studies which used only one sex, or failed to report the sex used. 122

Features of the experimental paradigm: diverse methods to induce 123

sensory deprivation 124

Next, we focused on how visual, auditory, and olfactory deprivations were induced. The 125

most common method to induce sensory deprivation involves lesioning the peripheral 126

sensory organ via surgical or chemical approaches (surgical lesion: n=63; chemical lesion: 127

n=13; lesion methods combined = 82%; Fig. 5A). Other less invasive methods were 128
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sense-specific, and included using nose and ear plugs for, respectively, olfactory and 129

auditory deprivation, and dark rearing for visual deprivation (other methods: n=17, 130

18%; Fig. 5A). The minimum duration of deprivation significantly differed among 131

sensory modalities (one-way ANOVA; F (2, 87) =5.13; p=0.0078), with the audition field 132

adopting significantly shorter deprivation durations (4.9 days ± 5.7 days) compared to 133

olfaction (18.05 days ± 15.65 days), and a trend of shorter duration compared to vision 134

(13.16 days ± 2.791 days,; Tukey’s post-hoc audition vs olfaction p<0.01, audition vs 135

vision p=0.09, vision vs olfaction p=0.36; Fig. 5B). We also assessed how many studies 136

used a reversible deprivation method which allows investigating the circuit recovery 137

while leaving it anatomically intact. Such methods include nose and ear plugs, and 138

eye patches or dark rearing. We found that, compared to vision and audition, a larger 139

fraction of olfactory papers used reversible methods, chiefly the insertion and removal of 140

a nose plug (vision=26%, audition=18%, olfaction=90%: chi-squared test; X2(2)=126; 141

p<0.0001; Fig. 5C). Consequently, olfactory and auditory studies often investigated the 142

functional recovery after cessation of the sensory deprivation (vision=3%, audition=18%, 143

olfaction=17%: chi-squared test; X2(2)=12.72; p=0.0017; Fig. 5D). It is noteworthy 144

that while not every olfactory study using nose plugs investigated functional recovery, 145

every auditory paper employing reversible deprivation techniques, i.e. ear plugs, studied 146

the circuits recovery after plug removal. 147

148

Figure 5. Deprivation method (A) Number of papers using surgical, chemical, or other (plugs, patches) deprivation methods. 149

(B) Minimum deprivation duration in days used in each study (individual dots) and mean duration (black line). (C) Proportion of 150

papers using reversible deprivation methods (filled rectangles) across the three sensory modalities: purple, vision = 26%; orange, 151

audition = 18%; yellow, olfaction = 90%. (D) Proportion of papers which used a reversible method to induce deprivation and 152

investigated recovery (filled rectangles) across the three sensory modalities: purple, vision = 3%; orange, audition = 18%; yellow, 153

olfaction = 17%. ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 154

Features of experimental paradigm: deprivation-induced plasticity 155

read-outs 156

After confirming that sensory deprivation is induced in two broadly similar ways across 157

the three sensory modalities – permanent lesions or reversible removal of the sensory 158

stimuli - we proceeded to assess how the consequences of such sensory deprivations were 159

investigated. Across all sensory modalities, the predominantly employed experimental 160

technique was histology (n=75), followed by molecular biology assays (n=14) and 161

electrophysiological recordings (n=14), and functional imaging in live tissue (n=13). 162

Although histology was the most commonly used technique, the proportion of studies 163

employing each technique is different across the senses (chi-squared test; X2(8)=38.34; 164

p<0.0001). Notably, autoradiography is used almost exclusively by vision researchers 165

(except for 1 auditory study; n=7, Fig. 6A). We observed more pronounced differences 166

when we analysed the number of studies employing more than one method to probe 167

deprivation-induced plasticity in the target circuits. While approximately a quarter of 168

papers focussing on visual and auditory early brain areas used more than one technique, 169

over half of olfactory papers investigated the consequences of smell deprivation in the 170
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olfactory bulb using multiple methods (vision=26%, audition=23%, olfaction=60%: 171

chi-squared test; X2(2)=36.51; p<0.0001; Fig. 6B). 172

173

Figure 6. Plasticity readouts. (A) Number of papers across the three sensory modalities using each investigative methodology. 174

(B) Proportion of papers using more than one method to investigate the effects of deprivation (filled rectangles) across the three 175

sensory modalities: purple, vision = 26%; orange, audition = 23%; yellow, olfaction = 60%. ***=p<0.001 176

Features of experimental paradigm: definition of cell types 177

As experience-dependent plasticity is cell-type specific(23,30), we next assessed on which 178

cell types the 91 selected studies focussed their investigation. We broadly grouped cell 179

types into glia and neurons, and further subdivided the neuronal class into principal 180

neurons, whose axon projects out of the circuits where their soma resides (i.e, relay 181

neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus and superior colliculus, bushy and T-stellate 182

cells in the ventral cochlear nucleus, fusiform and giant cells in dorsal cochlear nucleus, 183

mitral/tufted cells in the olfactory bulb), and excitatory or inhibitory interneurons, whose 184

processes are fully contained in the local circuit. We found that a significant number 185

of studies across all three sensory modalities, but more pronouncedly in vision, did not 186

define the cell types that they investigated, either because they looked at area-wide 187

measures or because they did not classify they types/subtypes of cells that they assessed 188

(number of studies defining cell types: vision=13%, audition=59%, olfaction=80%: 189

chi-squared test; X2(2)=93.96; p<0.0001; Fig. 7A). Given the historical popularity 190

of visual deprivation (Fig. 3C; mean publication year 2002), we analysed the trend 191

over time for studies to define cell type (Fig. 6B). As the median year for cell type 192

definition is 2009, we confirmed that defining cell types has become more routine in 193

recent years (e.g., the two most recent papers in vision both defined cell types(31,32), 194

but not fully penetrant since long-established practices in each field seem to somewhat 195

linger. When papers defined the cell types in which they investigated deprivation-induced 196

plasticity, they did so in different proportion across the three sensory modalities. While 197

principal neurons have been explicitly investigated in all circuits albeit with different 198

proportions (2/39 papers in vision(31,32), 3/30 papers in olfaction(33–35), and 7/22 199

papers in audition(36–42)), a much more diverse picture emerges when one focuses on 200

of interneurons. Notably, while none of the vision papers investigated interneurons 201

explicitly, most of the olfactory studies did, both historically and currently (Fig. 7C-D). 202

Studies investigating the olfactory bulb focussed on both inhibitory interneurons (23 203

papers, 77% of all olfaction papers) and excitatory interneurons (5 papers, 17% of all 204

olfaction papers; see Table 1 for details). Similarly, in audition, a fair percentage of 205

papers investigated inhibitory interneurons (5 papers, 23%), and excitatory interneurons 206
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(2 papers, 9%). Such difference was expected given the different ratios of interneurons 207

present in these circuits, with the OB totalling over 80% of neurons being GABAergic(17). 208

In recent years more attention has been devoted to glial cells in all circuits (median year 209

of investigation =2003). 210

211

Figure 7. Definition of cell types. (A)Proportion of papers defining the cell types where the deprivation-induced plasticity was 212

investigated (filled rectangles). *** p<0.001 (B) Distribution of papers over time split by the lack/presence of cell types definition. 213

Dots are individual studies; purple = vision, orange = audition, yellow = olfaction. (C) Among the studies which defined cell 214

types, number of papers investigating deprivation-induced plasticity in projection/principal neurons, excitatory [+] or inhibitory [-] 215

interneurons, and glia across the three sensory modalities. Note the lack of vision papers focussing on interneurons. 216

Effects of sensory deprivation-induced plasticity 217

Our objective was to assess the consistency, directionality, and comparability of the 218

deprivation-induced effects across systems in a quantitative manner, performing a meta- 219

analysis of the literature. Unfortunately, this proved impossible given the huge variability 220

in the deprivation-induction method (Fig. 5), experimental techniques employed to 221

readout the deprivation-induced plasticity (Fig. 6), as well as severity of deprivation (i.e. 222

lesion or reversible stimulus removal, Fig. 7) and completeness of the reporting. Reliable 223

activity-dependent molecular markers can be used to validate the success of a deprivation 224

method. However, in vision and audition such a pronounced and stereotypical change 225

has not been systematically described, albeit calcium binding proteins and immediate 226

early genes are potential candidates(43-45). In olfaction, reduced expression of tyrosine 227

hydroxylase (TH) has been traditionally used to confirm that the nose plugging or 228

cauterization had an effect(46). As such, TH RNA and/or protein expression is the most 229

reported plasticity readout across the literature. Using the same search terms to extend 230

the publication date to March 2023 to increase our paper pool to a statistically-meaningful 231

size(47), we collated 11 papers reporting TH changes using immunofluorescence and we 232

attempted to conduct a meta-analysis to assess the overall effect of olfactory deprivation 233

on TH expression. While all studies showed a decrease in TH, we wanted to see if the 234

change was dependent or modulated by deprivation duration. Out of the 11 papers, 235

the ones with sufficient statistical reporting allowing for meta-analysis (5 papers) were 236

split into ones that used TH-positive cell density (9 experiments across 3 papers) vs. 237

those based on TH cell fluorescence (3 experiments across 2 papers) to report TH 238

changes. The overall measurement of standardised mean difference was significant for 239

both measurements, 3.24 (random-effects meta-analysis, p = 0.0001) for density and 240

0.74 (random-effects meta-analysis, p = 0.0004) for the staining intensity, demonstrating 241

that olfactory deprivation is correlated with a decline in TH expression. However, upon 242

further analysis, the test for heterogeneity in each case (I2 = 73.69%, p = 0.0003 and I2 243

= 95.68%, p <0.0001) shows that we cannot assume that there is a singular effect size 244

for the population represented by these studies. When occlusion duration was added 245

as a modulator, the amount of heterogeneity unaccounted for by occlusion time was 246

very high in studies investigating TH by fluorescence. This was lower for studies of TH 247
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density analysis (I2 = 23.07%, p = 0.2486), suggesting a more homogeneous underlying 248

effect size once occlusion duration was accounted for. The low number of experiments 249

and papers entered in the meta-analysis precludes any conclusions from being drawn 250

as the number of studies falls below the threshold of minimum 10 experiments used by 251

meta-analyses in the field(47). 252

Given the impossibility to perform quantitative meta-analysis on the entire dataset, 253

we attempted to summarise and correlate these results qualitatively by grouping the 254

findings using the only descriptor present in every study: the overall duration of the 255

deprivation, which we divided in short-term (1 day or less), medium-term (up to a week), 256

and long-term (over a week). This grouping, albeit arbitrary, reflects physiologically 257

relevant scenarios of changes in sensory inputs. Short-term deprivation reflected transient 258

and mild diseases involving sensory organs, for example, temporary hearing loss from 259

noise overexposure(48), loss of smell from mild colds(49), and transient visual loss(50). 260

Medium-term deprivation reflects longer albeit still temporary diseases, such as acute 261

ear infection(2) and anosmia following COVID-19(51). Long-term deprivation reflects 262

severe, more permanent forms of sensory deprivation, such as presbycusis (age-related 263

hearing loss(52)), long COVID-19(53) and diabetic retinopathy(54). Where possible we 264

tried to group findings by cell-type (Fig. 7) and broad subregion (e.g. dorsal LGN/CN 265

vs ventral LGN/CN). When cell type specificity was not reported, the results were 266

divided into a few broad themes, namely, macroscopic size, protein expression, activity, 267

and proliferation. Using this structure a few central commonalties emerge and are 268

summarized below and in Table 1. 269

270

Figure 8. Metanalysis of TH expression after olfactory deprivation of various durations. (A) Effect size of olfactory 271

deprivation on the number of TH-positive DA neurons in the OB. Note that 7/11 datapoints originated from the same study(570). 272

(B) Effect size of olfactory deprivation duration on the TH staining intensity in bulbar DA neurons. Note that 2/3 datapoints 273

originated from the same study(120). 274
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Given the impossibility to perform quantitative meta-analysis on the entire dataset, 275

we attempted to summarise and correlate these results qualitatively by grouping the 276

findings using the only descriptor present in every study: the overall duration of the 277

deprivation, which we divided in short-term (1 day or less), medium-term (up to a week), 278

and long-term (over a week). This grouping, albeit arbitrary, reflects physiologically 279

relevant scenarios of changes in sensory inputs. Short-term deprivation reflected transient 280

and mild diseases involving sensory organs, for example, temporary hearing loss from 281

noise overexposure(41), loss of smell from mild colds(42), and transient visual loss(43). 282

Medium-term deprivation reflects longer albeit still temporary diseases, such as acute 283

ear infection(2) and anosmia following COVID-19(44). Long-term deprivation reflects 284

severe, more permanent forms of sensory deprivation, such as presbycusis (age-related 285

hearing loss(45)), long COVID-19(46) and diabetic retinopathy(47). Where possible we 286

tried to group findings by cell-type (Fig. 7) and broad subregion (e.g. dorsal LGN/CN 287

vs ventral LGN/CN). When cell type specificity was not reported, the results were 288

divided into a few broad themes, namely, macroscopic size, protein expression, activity, 289

and proliferation. Using this structure a few central commonalties emerge and are 290

summarized below and in Table 1. 291

Common mechanisms of plasticity: short-term deprivation pro- 292

duces decreased activity and disinhibition 293

After short-term deprivation, defined as 24 hours or less, the effect most consistently 294

investigated across all three senses was changes in overall activity levels. Despite using 295

different proxies, a reduction in neuronal metabolic activity in the early brain circuits 296

receiving input from the deprived eye/ear/nostril was found across all studies. In the 297

visual system, this is manifested as a reduction in glucose uptake in the LGN and 298

SC(55,56). Similarly, a decrease in the immunoreactivity of the activity early gene cFos, 299

was observed in the olfactory(33,57) and auditory systems(58). This rapid decrease in 300

activity is in alignment with that found in primary visual and auditory cortices(18,52). 301

Deprivation-induced homeostasis can be achieved, at least transiently, by balancing 302

the changes in the excitatory and inhibitory pathways, and it has been proposed that 303

rapid disinhibition mediated by downregulated inhibitory networks precedes excitatory 304

plasticity(59,60). The papers that defined cell types and specifically investigated inhi- 305

bition reported findings which were consistent with decreased inhibition: GABAergic 306

and glycinergic mechanisms are downregulated following brief sensory deprivation (see 307

Table 1 for details). In the auditory system, GlyR1 postsynaptic density in bushy and 308

fusiform cells was decreased(42). In the olfactory system, the dopaminergic inhibitory 309

interneurons downregulate TH expression, reduce their intrinsic excitability, and shorten 310

the axon initial segment(33). In visual areas, immunoreactivity of GABA transporters 311

(GAT-1 and GAT-3) in hypertrophied astrocytes in the de-afferented SC was increased, 312

suggesting an increased uptake of GABA(61). This early disinhibition of the deprived sys- 313

tem, achieved via different mechanism in each circuit, also occurs in higher areas and has 314

been extensively reviewed in the auditory, visual and somatosensory cortices(52,60,62). 315

Conversely, alterations in excitatory signalling following one day-long deprivation 316

were less clear cut. In olfaction and vision, studies which investigated glutamatergic 317

function found no differences after brief deprivation. In vision, this was investigated using 318

autoradiography, and no changes were found in the SC nor dLGN for AMPA, NMDA and 319

kainate receptors expression(63). In the olfactory system, while both the glutamatergic 320

principal neurons and interneurons downregulated the expression of immediate early 321

genes and activity markers, they did not modulate their intrinsic excitability nor their 322

axon initial segment morphology(33). In the auditory system, however, there is a highly 323

specific upregulation of AMPA receptor subunits at the auditory nerve to principal neuron 324
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synapse (GluR3 upregulated at bushy cell and fusiform synapse, GluR4 downregulated 325

at fusiform synapse)(42). When combined with concomitant changes in inhibition, the 326

overall functional effect of these changes on circuit homeostasis remains to be elucidated. 327

In contrast to the other two senses, papers in audition mostly focused on short deprivation, 328

with almost half of all papers investigating 1 day or less than 1 day deprivations (9/22; 329

Figure 5B) and glial responses. An increase in glial activation was found across different 330

studies using varied experimental methods and included increases in immune related 331

genes(64), activation(64,65) and proliferation(66) of microglia, as well as increases in 332

staining for astrocyte markers(65). These findings are largely consistent with an increased 333

glial activity in the cochlear nuclei but given the lack of similar investigations in vision 334

and olfaction, it remains unclear whether this is a unique feature of the early auditory 335

circuits or, like decrease in activity and disinhibition, a common response to brief sensory 336

deprivation. 337

Common mechanisms of plasticity: medium-term deprivation 338

is reflected by an increased involvement of glia and synaptic 339

remodelling 340

After mid-term deprivation, defined as lasting between one day and a week, alongside 341

continued decreases in activity the most prominent changes were changes in synaptic 342

properties and glial activation. Across all three sensory modalities, multiple studies 343

reported functional and structural changes at the synapses formed by the cranial nerve 344

axon terminals, suggesting an overall different circuit-level excitation/inhibition (E/I) 345

balance. In the olfactory system studies, investigations did not focus on presynaptic 346

remodelling but rather on the postsynaptic properties of the various interneuron subtypes 347

innervated by the olfactory nerve directly or via multi-synapses loops. Functional changes 348

have been found at the excitatory interneurons (external tufted cells, ETCs), where 349

deprivation decreased the amplitude of spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic currents(67), 350

as well as increased quantal glutamatergic (AMPA-mediated) postsynaptic currents(68). 351

Structurally, a reduction of spine density was found in the inhibitory interneurons granule 352

cells(69) as well as GAD67 puncta in ETCs(67). Since ETCs modulate both inhibitory 353

interneurons as well as excitatory principal neurons in the OB, the overall effect of these 354

changes on the whole-circuit output remains unclear but seems to suggest modifications 355

in the E/I balance. 356

In the visual system only synapses formed by the optic nerve synapses onto principal 357

neurons in the dorsal LGN were studied after medium-term sensory deprivation. Thala- 358

mocortical neurons in the dLGN had smaller single-fibre AMPA-mediated postsynaptic 359

currents at the retinogeniculate synapse(70,71), indicating weakening of individual glu- 360

tamatergic afferents following deprivation. However, this was counterbalanced by a 361

concomitant increase in excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) amplitudes, indicating 362

an increase in the number and/or strength of retinogeniculate synapses(70). Structurally, 363

there was an increase in the phosphorylation of stargazin, a transmembrane AMPAR 364

trafficking protein in the LGN involved in synaptic scaling(72). Overall, the evidence 365

indicates that visual deprivation induces synaptic remodelling at the excitatory retino- 366

geniculate synapse in the dLGN after medium term deprivation. In the auditory system, 367

the most prominent synaptic effect of one week deprivation is the overall macroscopic 368

decrease in the number of synaptic contact zones in the anterior VCN(73). Along 369

similar lines, a significant reduction in VGLUT1 staining was found in the VCN(74). 370

Interestingly, inhibitory synapses decreased in number less markedly than excitatory 371

ones(73). Taken together with the findings of rapid disinhibition described above, this 372

could suggest a period of transient over-inhibition following an early disinhibition phase 373

of the VCN after cochlear deafferentation. 374
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In addition to changes in synaptic transmission, an increase in glial proliferation 375

and activation was found consistently across all senses. In the olfactory system, signifi- 376

cant increases in the density and activation of microglia are seen in all papers which 377

investigated this phenomenon(69,75). The increased activation of microglia is evident 378

both in the morphology (shown as fewer primary microglial processes and shift towards 379

hypertrophied morphology)(75) and immunoreactivity staining with specific marker for 380

activated microglia CD68(69). Moreover, a significant increase in reactive astrocytes 381

was reported in all OB layers(76), as well as in the visual system (although here it was 382

not a formal strand of investigation)(77). In the auditory system in addition to increases 383

in microglial and astrocytic immunoreactivity(65,78), glial activation has been linked 384

to synaptogenesis in both the VCN and DCN(74,79). During the first three days of 385

deprivation, astrocytes increase production of neurocan, aggrecan, and MMP9, which 386

are key for synapse stabilisation (neurocan and aggrecan)(80,81) and the induction of 387

synaptic plasticity via ECM remodelling (MMP9)(82). Then, between three and seven 388

days of deprivation, expression of these proteins decreases and is replaced by PSA-NCAM 389

and MMP2. Both are strongly associated with structural plasticity, MMP2 via neurocan 390

digestion and PSA-NCAM by mediating synaptogenic interactions between neurons and 391

astrocytes(83,84). This astrocytic biphasic response and its potential role in synaptic 392

remodelling warrants further research in the visual and olfactory regions. 393

Common mechanisms of plasticity: long-term deprivation 394

Given the adopted definition of long-term deprivation as any period spanning between 395

a week and a year, we found that the effect on experience-dependent plasticity on 396

the different cell types was more heterogeneous than for shorter-lasting deprivations. 397

Variability notwithstanding, remarkably consistent macroscopic changes and apoptosis 398

were found across all three senses. In olfaction, this is reflected by smaller overall 399

OB volume and weight(85–87) as well as in a reduction of external plexiform layer 400

thickness(85) and glomeruli volume(88), and in increased cell death in the mitral and 401

granule cell layers(89). Similarly, increased apoptosis was seen in the dLGN(90) and 402

reduction in volume was seen in the stratum zonale, stratum griseum superficiale and 403

straum opticum regions of the SC(91,92). In audition, there was a marked decrease 404

in VCN area and neuron quantity(93). This contrasts with short-term deprivation, 405

where macroscopic structural changes were scarcely investigated. To this date, only 406

one paper reported no difference in apoptotic neurons between the unperturbed and 407

deprived side(94). In the olfactory system these macroscopic changes can manifest in a 408

rather unique way, namely, in cellular turnover. Neural progenitors are produced in the 409

subventricular zone and migrate along the rostral migratory stream (RMS). They arrive at 410

the subependymal layer of the OB, where they differentiate into glomerular interneurons 411

or granule cells(95). The experience-dependent nature of adult neurogenesis has been 412

widely researched (reviewed in (96)), and it is well known how olfactory deprivation 413

and enrichment can decrease or increase the survival of adult born neurons, respectively. 414

The findings of this review were in alignment with the literature, where after medium to 415

long term deprivation, neurogenesis is reduced at each level of the neurogenic process. 416

After 2-3 weeks deprivation, there was a reduction in the integration of neuroblasts 417

into the OB, as well as slower migration along the RMS(87). In the glomerular layer, a 418

decrease of newborn periglomerular cells was found after 28 days(97) and 42 days(98). 419

This is mirrored by an increase in cell apoptosis in both the periglomerular(97) and 420

granule cells(99). Remarkably, this experience-dependent neurogenesis is found to be 421

very specific to the dopaminergic population at the glomerular layer, as the calbindin and 422

calretinin glomerular interneuron populations remain unchanged after deprivation(97). 423

Unfortunately, no papers investigated neurogenesis in the context of shorter deprivations, 424

so we cannot correlate these findings with the deprivation duration. 425
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According to theoretical frameworks and working models in the homeostatic plasticity 426

field, the expectation is to see prominent changes in excitatory networks with a long- 427

lasting sensory deprivation as the circuit stabilizes to a new set-point(60). While no papers 428

focused on the early visual circuits’ principal neurons responses to long term deprivation, 429

changes at the excitatory synapse between incoming nerve and principal neurons were 430

seen at bushy cells in the cochlear nuclei. Ten days of auditory deprivation using earplugs 431

was correlated with a decrease of the presynaptic marker VGlut immunoreactivity and 432

size of synaptic vesicles(38). A similar VGlut decrease was observed in the VCN 3- 433

14 days after cochlear ablation, suggesting a robust effect in both manipulations(74). 434

Postsynaptically, GluA2/3 expression was upregulated, while GluA2 and GluA4 remained 435

unchanged(38) - an effect found also after 1 day deprivation(42). In the olfactory system, 436

the systematic search only returned one paper which investigated mitral/tufted cells 437

after long term deprivation(34). After 60 days deprivation, while there were no changes 438

in their spontaneous activity rates, the number of mitral/tufted cells responding to 439

more than one odour was increased. In addition, significantly more cells in the deprived 440

bulb responded to specific odours presented at higher intensities, suggesting a possible 441

decrease in odour discrimination coupled with increase in responsiveness. Conversely, 442

in a very recent paper published after the cut-off date of our systematic search(100), 443

the authors found a shortening in the mitral cell axon initial segment as well as spiking 444

frequency after unilateral naris occlusion for 30 days compared to the un-occluded bulb, 445

indicating potential for decrease in intrinsic excitability at OB principal neurons after 446

longer deprivation times. The slightly discrepancy in mitral/tufted cell firing rate after 447

long deprivation found by(100)and(34) could be attributable to various methodological 448

differences, such as occlusion times (30 days vs. 60 days, respectively), as well as 449

experimental methodology (in vivo electrophysiology vs. acute slice electrophysiology, 450

respectively). In addition to changes at the principal neurons, deprivation on a longer 451

time scale also sees a decrease in glial activation, which was investigated in vision and 452

audition. In vision, the number of immunoreactive astrocytes significantly decrease 12-48 453

weeks after enucleation(101). In audition, the number of calbindin positive astrocytes 454

starts to decrease 30 days after cochlear lesion(78). 455

456

Figure 9. Deprivation-induced plasticity. Graphical representation of the cellular and circuit effects of sensory deprivations of 457

increasing durations in early visual, auditory, and olfactory areas. See Table 1 for details and references. 458
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Discussion 459

In this study we employed systematic and meta-analysis methods to investigate the 460

effects of sensory deprivation of various durations at the homologous regions receiving 461

the cranial nerve input of three sensory modalities - vision, olfaction and audition. 462

Our analysis returned large disparities across sensory modalities in publication trends, 463

experimental methodologies employed, as well as focus of the research. However, despite 464

such methodological and reporting differences, a few shared findings describing adaptive 465

responses and compensatory mechanisms to deprivation can be extrapolated. 466

Profound differences in micro circuitry, experimental protocols, 467

plasticity readouts, and reporting make comparisons across the 468

three sensory modalities challenging 469

The three senses differ in their micro circuitry, as well as in the degree to which it has 470

been characterised (Fig 1). The lack of studies defining cell types and investigating 471

interneurons in vision could be partially attributed to the incomplete characterisation of 472

the LGN, where cell identification challenging by its lack of overt lamination(20). Indeed, 473

while the OB is a highly inhibitory circuit where the ratio of GABAergic interneurons 474

to excitatory neurons is much higher than other parts of the brain(24), visual structures 475

such as the LGN are comprised of mainly excitatory projection neurons(102). 476

The main experimental methods used to induce and interrogate plasticity also 477

differed widely across the three senses. While all sensory deprivation approaches are long- 478

established(103,104), visual deprivation via monocular enucleation and eyelid suturing 479

garnered prominence and widespread adoption after the seminal work of Hubel and 480

Wiesel(17). Thus, many vision papers in our list were older and tended to use this 481

surgical technique, while papers focussing on olfactory and audition deprivation are more 482

recent and more commonly employ the well-established reversible procedure of nose and 483

ear plugging. 484

Of note, contrary to rod, cones, and hair cells, the olfactory sensory neurons are 485

capable of regenerating throughout the life of the animal(105). This poses an important 486

difference among senses. While deprivation by deafferentation (direct lesion to the 487

peripheral sensory neurons) and by sensory deprivation (removal of sensory stimulation 488

while leaving the anatomy of the circuit intact) has largely similar effects in the visual 489

and auditory systems as both are incapable of regenerating, the effects in the olfactory 490

system can be divided into adaptive plasticity (elicited by sensory deprivation, e.g. 491

nose plug, and within the remit of this study) and regenerative plasticity (elicited by 492

ablation of OSNs using olfactotoxic drugs such as methimazole and dichlobenil)(106,107). 493

Adding onto the anatomical and procedural discrepancies across the senses, a profound 494

lack of consistency in reporting precluded the possibility of a systematic meta-analysis. 495

Furthermore, the findings of this study are heavily subject to publication bias, as the 496

lack of findings in a particular area does not necessarily denote a negative finding. For 497

example, we found an abundance of studies demonstrating the role of glia in regulating 498

the cochlear nuclei response to short auditory deprivation, but it remains unclear whether 499

this is because glial plasticity was never investigated olfaction and vision, or it was 500

investigated, found absent, and not published. 501

Despite procedural differences, the three early sensory areas share 502

deprivation-dependent plasticity motifs 503

With the caveat that the short-medium-long deprivation duration classification is partially 504

arbitrary, albeit based on clinical evidence(2,48–54), we found four consistent plasticity 505
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responses across the senses (Fig. 9). First, for sensory deprivation lasting up to 24 506

hours, the overall neuronal metabolic activity is consistently reduced. In addition, the 507

dampening of inhibitory interneuron activity was consistently reported in olfaction and 508

audition (but not investigated in vision), suggesting fast-acting circuit disinhibition. 509

This is in line with data from sensory cortices and the working hypothesis that excitatory 510

principal neuron plasticity is preceded by a depression of inhibitory interneurons(59,60). 511

Second, in these early sensory areas, long-term and/or permanent sensory deprivations 512

result in more drastic changes involving macroscopic changes to the circuit architecture 513

which manifests as tissue shrinkage, cell apoptosis, and reduced adult neurogenesis 514

in the olfactory system. Third, there is consistent evidence across all three early 515

sensory areas and all deprivation durations for glial activation and proliferation. This 516

highlights the prominent role of glia in shaping neuronal plasticity(13). Fourth, although 517

less clear-cut, from medium-term sensory loss onwards there is a strong indication of 518

synaptic remodelling and changes in E/I balance. The fact that these four effects were 519

revealed from the systematic search despite profound differences in circuit architecture, 520

methodology, and readouts is perhaps an indication that these plasticity motifs are 521

robust and conserved. 522

It remains unclear whether these findings can be generalized to other areas. The time- 523

course and multiplicity of mechanisms of deprivation-induced plasticity in pre-cortical 524

regions found in this study align with those found in cortex and fit with the canonical 525

theories of homeostatic plasticity(10,11). Notably, the phenomenon that the inhibitory 526

cells are modulated rapidly after sensory deprivation and that such changes precede 527

adaptations in excitatory neurons has been widely reported in sensory cortices. For 528

example, after 1 day of monocular deprivation parvalbumin-positive GABAergic basket 529

cells in the primary visual cortex significantly reduced their firing rate and receive less 530

synaptic excitation, whilst pyramidal cells remained unchanged(108,109). This rapid 531

functional reduction of inhibitory tone is also supported by structural changes(110), and 532

similar dynamics have been described in primary auditory(111–113) and somatosensory 533

(62,114) cortices. Interestingly, the opposite manipulation – 6h sensory enrichment via 534

whisker stimulation - has been shown to induce rapid downregulation of barrel cortex 535

pyramidal cells’ excitability(115), perhaps a neuroprotective mechanism to combat 536

runaway excitation. This highlights a possible asymmetry in plasticity induced by 537

sensory deprivation vs. enrichment, which warrants further investigation in both cortical 538

and subcortical regions(10). 539

Finally, it has been suggested that rapid disinhibition restores the system to a 540

“juvenile” state of plasticity(15,16) and facilitates functional recovery by creating an 541

environment more permissive for the induction of synaptic potentiation through long-term 542

potentiation or spike-timing dependent plasticity in excitatory neurons(16,62,116,117). 543

However, it remains unclear whether the subcortical disinhibition we described reflects 544

the start of functional recovery or simply a response to reduced input(110). This is of 545

particular relevance for those wishing to use data from animal model deprivation studies 546

to inform translational interventions in patients suffering from sudden sensory loss. 547

Further research is required to better dissociate the mechanisms of the two responses, 548

and to understand the relationship between subcortical plasticity and its feedforward 549

consequences in cortex. 550

Recommendations 551

This work synthesized studies on the early stages of sensory processing in audition, vision 552

and olfaction, and the results revealed significant heterogeneity in deprivation method, 553

experimental readouts and reporting, including definition of investigated cell types. 554

While biological restrictions of the circuit (e.g. accessibility, different animal models) 555

may explain some of the heterogeneity, this review also highlights areas needing further 556
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research. To improve comparability within and between fields, the identification of a 557

‘gold-standard’ deprivation methods and validation readouts, together with systematic 558

reporting of statistics and deposition of raw data, are sorely needed. Furthermore, the 559

field could improve on better defining cell-types, especially with increasing evidence, 560

including from our results, that inhibition and excitation are differentially regulated 561

after deprivation(11,118,119). Finally, since most published work focused on deprivation- 562

induced plasticity in primary sensory cortices, it is essential to fully characterize potential 563

effects in the pre-cortical areas which link them to the periphery. As described above, 564

these are not passive relays but active plasticity hotspots which send to cortex already 565

processed and modulated inputs which must be considered to depict the full picture of 566

the final cortical computation and behavioural outputs. 567

Conclusions 568

In conclusion, this systematic review and literature meta-analysis found that, notwith- 569

standing major experimental heterogeneity in inducing and assessing deprivation-induced 570

plasticity, the early visual, auditory, and olfactory systems largely employ shared mech- 571

anisms to change their circuit processing. Future work should strive to standardise 572

both experimental and reporting approaches and investigate how early circuits and 573

higher cortical areas together coordinate an appropriate adaptive response to a lack of 574

peripheral sensory inputs. 575

Methods 576

Inclusion criteria 577

We included papers which met all of the following criteria: (a) rodent animal models 578

(mouse, rat, guinea pig, hamsters, gerbils), (b) primary research, (c) English language, 579

(d) sensory deprivation performed (d’) in vivo (d”) in animals adults for the entire 580

duration of the deprivation (postnatal day 21 and over), (e) plasticity investigated at the 581

location of first central synapse after cranial nerve (i.e. olfactory bulb, lateral geniculate 582

nucleus, superior colliculus, dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei, trigeminal nucleus). 583

Search Strategy 584

Two separate searches, without any time constraints on publication date, were performed 585

on November 22nd 2021 in PubMed and Scopus using the Boolean search strings detailed 586

below: 587

“ ((mouse) OR (rat) OR (gerbil) OR (guinea pig) OR (rodent)) NOT (cross-modal)” 588

AND ((sensory deprivation) OR (auditory deprivation) OR (auditory deafferentation) 589

OR (visual deprivation) OR (dark exposure) OR (enucleation) OR (retinal lesions) OR 590

(olfactory deprivation) OR (odor deprivation) OR (naris occlusion) OR (nostril occlusion) 591

OR ((trimming) AND (whiskers)) OR ((plucking) AND (whiskers)) OR ((pruning) 592

AND whiskers)) OR (ear plug) OR ((cauterised) AND (naris)) OR ((cauterised) AND 593

(nose)) OR ((cauterised) AND (olfactory)) OR (nose plug) OR ((naris) AND (closure)) 594

OR ((whisker) AND (deprivation))) AND ((superior colliculus) OR (lateral geniculate 595

nucleus) OR (visual thalamus) OR (cochlear nucleus) OR ((trigeminal nucleus) AND 596

(whisker)) OR (olfactory bulb)) AND ((plasticity) OR (adaptation) OR (adaptive) OR 597

(experience-dependent) OR (homeostatic) OR (synaptic scaling) OR (compensatory) OR 598

(activity-dependent plasticity) OR (firing-rate homeostasis) OR (intrinsic excitability))” 599

For Scopus, the string was modified by adding “TITLE-ABS-KEY(” at the start, 600

and brace instead of brackets (). 601
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Study selection 602

In the first screening stage, the title and abstract of the research papers from both 603

databases were scrutinized by two independent reviewers (LH and FH) to ensure compli- 604

ance with the inclusion criteria a-c. Duplicates (research papers found in both databases) 605

were removed. Disagreements were resolved by a third reviewer (EG). In the second 606

screening stage, the full text of shortlisted studies was considered against the inclusion 607

criteria d and e. 608

Data Extraction 609

Prior to the search, a list of relevant information to be extracted from each selected 610

paper was agreed upon. These included: (i) publication year, (ii) rodent species, (iii) 611

sex, (iv) age at deprivation onset, (v) deprivation type and its possible reversibility, (vi) 612

method of deprivation, (vii) duration of deprivation, (viii) experimental method used to 613

probe plasticity, (ix) cell type in which the plasticity was investigated, (x) main findings. 614

Papers meeting inclusion criteria were then carefully screened for this information, which 615

was collated in a master spreadsheet. 616

Statistical Analysis 617

Statistical analysis was performed in Prism (Graphpad) and R. Data were checked for 618

normality, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc correction for multiple comparisons 619

was used to assess differences in deprivation duration, Chi-squared tests were used to 620

compare proportions. Significance was set to p<0.05. For the meta-analysis, mean 621

and SD as well as n number were extracted manually from the relevant papers, and 622

submitted to meta-analysis in R using the ‘metafor’ and ‘meta’ packages. 623
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TABLE 1 

DEPRIVATION 

DURATION 

SENSORY 

MODALITY 

KEY FINDINGS 

Short-term Olfaction 1. Principal neurons: decrease in immediate early gene pS6 immunoreactivity, 

no changes in axon initial segment structure nor in intrinsic excitability (33) 

2. Inhibitory interneurons: decrease in the number of TH+ neurons in 

dopaminergic cells(57), TH and c-fos immunoreactivity, axon initial segment 

length, intrinsic excitability(33) 

3. Excitatory interneurons: decrease in immediate early gene pS6 

immunoreactivity, no changes in axon initial segment structure  and intrinsic 

excitability(33) 

Audition 1. Principal neurons: at auditory nerve synapses increased synaptic expression 

of GluR2/3 (but not GluR2 or GluR4) in bushy cells, increased expression of 

GluR2/3 and reduced expression of GluR4 in pyramidal cells; no changes at 

glutamatergic synapses from parallel fibres to pyramidal cells; at inhibitory 

synapses decrease in the expression of GlyRa1 in bushy and pyramidal 

cells(42) 

2. Interneurons: decrease in calretinin immunoreactivity, transient increase in 

parvalbumin immunoreactivity after 6 and 12 hours but then decrease to 

control levels by 24 hours (VCN;(37)); no change in GAD65 and vGluT1 

staining compared to contralateral side (VCN;(74)) 

3. Glia 

1. Various: increased immunoreactivity in GFAP and polysialic acid; no change 

in GAP-43 (or in in matrix metalloproteases MMP-2 (associated re-

innervation) and MMP-9 (associated with neurodegeneration) (VCN;(79)) 

2. Astrocytes: increase in astrocyte staining intensity revealed by GFAP 

(VCN;(65)); increased immunoreactivity in cell membrane- actin cytoskeleton 

linker ezrin) (VCN;(79)) 

3. Microglia: increase in immune-related genes Ccl12, Csf1 and Cd44 and in 

activated-microglia marker Iba1 positive cell number (CN;(64)); no change in 

CD11b staining intensity of microglia but more compact morphology and 

increase in immunoreactivity for different phosphorylated forms of MAPKs 

(VCN;(65));increased proliferation of activated microglia (VCN;(66)) 

Vision 1. Macroscopic and overall  circuit: no increase in apoptosis (LGN;(94)) 

reduction in glucose uptake (LGN & SC;(55,56)); no changes in spontaneous 

activity or spiking temporal patterns (LGN;(121)): no changes in the 

distribution of glutamate receptors measured with autoradiography  (LGN 

and SC;(63)) 

2. Glia: increased GFAP immunoreactivity (LGN;(122)); increased GAT-1 and 

GAT-3 immunoreactivity in hypertrophied astrocytes, no change in GABA nor 

GAD immunoreactivity (SC;(61)) 

Medium-term  Olfaction 1. Macroscopic: after surgical or chemical ablation, increase in proliferating 

Ki67-positive OSNs(123) and in proliferating cells in the OB subependymal 

layer(76); no change in OSN proliferation after nose plugging(123); reduced 
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olfactory epithelium thickness(124) and smaller OB volume(87); increased 

immunoreactivity for apoptosis markers caspase-3(125) and TUNEL(76,124)  

but no evidence for principal cells apoptosis(124) 

1. Inhibitory interneurons: in dopaminergic cells decrease in TH 

immunoreactivity (57,67,125) and reduction in DA presynaptic terminal 

density(75); in immature adult-born granule cells reduced spine density(69) 

2. Excitatory interneurons:  reduced amplitude of sIPSC and reduced levels of 

synaptic GAD67 puncta(67), increased amplitude of AMPAR-mediated 

mEPSCs(68) 

3. Glia: more reactive astrocytosis in all OB layers(76); increase in microglial 

density(69,75); microglia more dynamic and shifted towards amoeboid 

morphology(75); greater percentage of neurons wrapped by microglia(75) 

and increased phagocytosis of adult-born granule cells(69) 

Audition 1. Macroscopic: no change in VCN neuron number (VCN;(126)); no change in 

choline acetyltransferase activity in (VCN & DCN;(127)); lower glucose uptake 

(VCN & DCN;(128)) 

2. Excitatory neurons: reduction of VGLUT1 immunoreactivity (VCN;(74)); 

reduction in the density of synaptic contact zone stained with GAP-43 

(VCN;(129))  

3. Inhibitory interneurons: increase in GAD65 staining (VCN;(74)); increase in 

the overall fraction of inhibitory synapses and increase of GAP-43-stained 

nascent synapses (VCN;(73,129)); recovery to control level in calretinin and 

increase in parvalbumin and calbindin immunoreactivity VCN (37,78) 

4. Glia: increase in GFAP, GAP-43, PSA, and MMP-2 staining intensity 

(VCN;(65,79)); increase in p-38 and microglial immunoreactivity (CD11b) 

(VCN;(65)); increase in calbindin-positive astrocytes (VCN;(78)), and 

increased expression in astrocytes of Ncam and Agg (VCN & DCN;(74)); 

decrease/plateau of ezrin and MMP-9 (VCN;(79)) and of p-ERK1/2 

immunoreactivity (VCN;(65)) 

Vision 1. Macroscopic: reduced SC thickness (61); increased number of LGN neurons 

with darkly stained perikaryon and pyknosis (apoptosis indicator)(77), but no 

changes detected with ApopTag(94); reduced glucose uptake in LGN(130); in 

LGN decrease in immediate early genes expression NGFI-A(131) and c-

fos(77). No change in cAMP response element binding protein in SC(132), 

neurokinin-1, GABAa and serotonin-2 binding sites (SC;(133)) 

2. Excitatory pathways: increase in maximum AMPAR-mediated EPSC 

amplitudes and decrease in single-fibre AMPAR-mediated EPSC amplitudes 

at retinogeniculate synapse (LGN;(70)); increased stargazing phosphorylation 

at retinogeniculate synapse (LGN;(72)); LGN TS neurons shift responsiveness 

from monocular to binocular (31) 

3. Inhibitory neurons: weaker calbindin immunoreactivity and increased 

number of parvalbumin-positive neurons in LGN (77); increased number of 

calretinin-positive in SC (134) 

4. Glia: increased number of GFAP immunoreactive astrocytes in LGN (77) 
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Long-term Olfaction 1. Macroscopic 

• Proliferation: reduction in Ki67-positive proliferating cells (123), slower 

migration of neuroblast along the RMS and integration in the OB (87) 

• Protein expression: no significant change in expression of neurogranin 

(postsynaptic calmodulin binding protein (135) 

• Size: with nose plug smaller OB volume after 3 weeks (87); no changes in OSN 

histology after 4 weeks (123); with chemical or surgical ablation decrease in 

OB weight after 1-6 months (86); smaller OB but no change in cell number 

after 20 days (85); after 28 days epithelium thickness, OSN histology, 

apoptosis marker are back to control level (123,124) 

2. Principal neurons: no change in M/TC number (35); no change in granule 

cells mediated IPSCs, decreased odour discrimination and lower response 

threshold, no changes in spontaneous activity (34,136) 

3. Excitatory interneurons: broadening of ETCs tuning curves (137) 

4. Inhibitory interneurons 

• Various: no change in GAD immunoreactivity after 5-9 weeks deprivation 

(138), decrease of GAD67 but not GAD65 protein levels 14 days deprivation 

(139), no change in apoptosis in calbindin and calretinin cells (97); decrease 

in new-born cell density in the glomerular layer (97,98); in newly generated 

cells no difference in the expression of GAD67, calretinin, calbindin (98)  

• EPL interneurons: no difference in parvalbumin cell number and apoptosis 

(85,97); reduced GluR1 and GAD65 immunoreactivity (85) 

• Dopaminergic cells: decreased TH immunoreactivity and/or decreased TH-

positive cell number and/or increased apoptosis (34,45,97,98,138–140); 

decrease in TH-positive new born cells (98); decrease in dopamine and 

DOPAC levels, no change to NE or DHPG (45) 

• Granule cells: reduction of synaptic puncta in the internal plexiform layer, but 

not external plexiform layer (88); increased secretagogin expression (140); 

decreased number and soma size (35); decrease in adult born cell number 

and significant increase in apoptosis after 4 weeks (99); in newly generated 

cells reduced density of glutamatergic inputs and of output synapses, while 

in resident cells increase of synaptic inputs on the proximal dendrites (141) 

Audition 1. Macroscopic 

• Size: reduction in VCN area and neuron density (93); decrease in number of 

GAP-43 nascent synapses (VCN;(129)) 

• Protein expression: increased choline acetyltransferase activity after 1 month 

and returns to control levels after 2 months (VCN;(36,127)); increased 

expression of Kv1.1 and Kv3.1b in the VCN (41); reduction in the fraction of 

inhibitory synapses but no changes in overall synaptic contact zone in VCN 

after 70 days (73) 

2. Excitatory pathways: Decrease in VGLUT1 expression in auditory nerve 

terminals across both nuclei (93,142); VGLUT2 increases in the interstitial 

region and fusiform layer of DCN and AVCN (142) 

3. Principal neurons: decreased glycine immunoreactive puncta in pyramidal 

cells and bushy cells (36); increased of postsynaptic density thickness and 

upregulation of GluA3 subunit expression on bushy cells (38) 
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4. Inhibitory neurons: decreased glycine immunoreactive puncta in both types 

of VCN stellate cells (36) 

5. Glia: more calbindin-positive astrocytes then after 30 days number starts to 

decline (VCN;(78)) 

Vision 1. Macroscopic 

• Size: increase in apoptotic cells number in the dLGN after 12 days but no 

change in the vLGN (94); decrease in volume and thickness of the 

superficial layers of the SC (91,92); increased staining intensity of V1 

terminals in the upper half of the superficial SC (91); increased density of 

serotonin immunoreactive fibres in superficial SC and LGN (143); increased 

density of locus coeruleus to LGN projections if deprived at p30, no change 

if deprived at p60 (144); no change in noradrenergic fibre inputs nor beta-

adrenergic receptors binding after in the SC after 1 month deprivation in 

p365 animals (145) 

• Activity: reduced cytochrome oxidase activity in LGN and SC (90,146); 8 

weeks after deprivation vLGN cytochrome oxidase activity recovered to 

control level while activity levels in LGN and SC remained lower, and 12 weeks 

after deprivation only SC had a significantly lower cytochrome oxidase 

activity (90); reduction in glucose uptake in SC and LGN up until 20 days after 

deprivation (55); increased binding of kainate, reduced binding of AMPA after 

20 days (63); increase in choline acetyltransferase activity (SC;(92)) 

• Protein expression: increased substance-P immunoreactivity (LGN;(147)); 

increased expression of GAP-43 after 1 week and back to control levels after 

2-3 weeks (SC;(148)); increased number thymosin beta 4- positive neurons 

and with longer and more complexly branched neurites (SC;(149)) 

2. Principal neurons: increase in the proportion of multi-innervated neurons 

and larger AMPAR-mediated EPSCs (dLGN;(71)); decrease in single-fibre 

AMPAR-mediated EPSC amplitudes at retinogeniculate synapse (LGN;(70,71) 

(Hooks & Chen, 2008b; Narushima et al., 2016));  no changes in the receptive 

fields in neurons of superficial SC cells (150) 

3. Interneurons: fewer parvalbumin neurons in the LGN (101) and more 

parvalbumin neurons in the superficial SC (134); decrease in calbindin 

expression in vLGN (101) but no change in SC (134) 

4. Glia: higher GFAP staining after 3 weeks with thick and branched processes 

visible (LGN;(122)); decrease in number of GFAP immunoreactive astrocytes 

in LGN after 12-48 weeks (101) 
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